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"Success is liking yourself, liking what
you do, and liking how you do it." 

~ Maya Angelou ~
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I have always had a love for technology and the benefits it
provides for people. I started out selling, and fixing

cellphones. That love has led me to really nerding out to
computer hardware, software, and eventually many different

programs and languages. 

YESHUA HANNAH 
MIC MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

I have an IT consulting business to serve businesses in
technology managed services and cybersecurity. My business
goals for my company are to be well versed in supporting, and
distributing technical services of Apple, Microsoft, and Linux
to mid-sized and enterprise level companies globally. Given
this undertaking, the constant lessons I have/am continuing to
learn is to be transparent in conducting business and taking
care of employees and clients alike. 

Do your best to learn and grow everyday and bring others
along  while doing so; because now it’s a party. 

Turn obstacles and opportunities into an amusement park
ride. When they arise challenge yourself to have fun over

coming them, and share what you learned and the fun
you had riding and overcoming it. 

  
When did you

fall in love with
technology? 

A dose of 
motivation for
the community

As a business
owner, what have

you learned? 

click here 
to learn more

The Steward Groupe 

https://www.thestewardgroupe.com/
https://www.thestewardgroupe.com/


Liking Yourself 
Success must start from within. Read that again. To truly
thrive and achieve our full potential, we must learn to
embrace and love ourselves unconditionally. No arrogance.
No self-centeredness. The focus is recognizing our inherent
worth, acknowledging our strengths, and accepting our
flaws with kindness and compassion.

When we like ourselves, we become our own greatest
cheerleaders. 

What if I told you that the true essence of success
lies not in external validation, but in the profound

connection we build with ourselves?
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Liking What You Do 
Passion!  This is the fuel that ignites
our souls and sets our hearts ablaze.
When what we do is more than a
means to an end, it becomes an
expression of our deepest desires and
aspirations.
Embrace it. It fosters creativity and
innovation. It infuses joy and
fulfillment into our daily lives. 

When we like what we do, each task is
a labor of love.

Liking How You Do It 
You, yes you, are blessed with a distinctive
set of talents, experiences, and
perspectives. Your individuality makes you
shine in a world full of diversity. Embracing
your unique style and remaining true to
ourselves helps you deal with society.

By setting ourselves apart from the crowd,
we create a lasting impact on the world.



Learn More at
mictalent.solutions

MiC HEaLS 
Mentorship Program

Minority 
Cybersecurity Talent
from Apprentices to
the Executive Level

Kicking off - Sept 2023
Make sure to read your MiC emails

for registration info

What topic would you like to see
in an upcoming newsletter? 
email gina@mincybsec.org

Visit the MiC Job Board
Your next opportunity could be at

the click of a button

https://www.mictalent.solutions/
https://www.mincybsec.org/job-board

